
Fire Suppression Comments and Suggestions 
Date Submitted Persons Name Affiriation e-mail address Comments/Suggestions 

10130/2007 Ron Johnson none I live in an incorporated city in Montana, 
and pay for fire fighting s e ~ c e s  through 
my city property taxes. Nobody outside of 
my community helps pay for that. Yet, it 
seems that I (and all Montana taxpayers) 
pay for fire fighting setvices for fdks that 
choose to live in the woods. Frankly, I 
know that many of these folks I am 
subsidiing with fire fighting have a lot 
more wealth than me. M e r e  is the 
fairness in that? I hear that we want to 
reduce 'sprawl" and yet us city dwellers are 
(fwced to) paying for the sprawlerr. Fix 
that. Thank you. 
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Date Submitled Persons Name Affiliation e-mail address Cornmen~Suggestions 
to do with thinning? These kinds of 
questions are d i w l t  to answer and 
control, thus proponents of thinning can 
always daim that thinning was the reason 
a particular fire sbwed dorm, but often as 
not, thinning has no observable effect on 
fire spread under severe fire conditions. 

For instance, much of the forest that was 
& a d  in the big Derby fire in Montana 
were stands of savanna like ponderosa 
pine. A similar effect was noted in Oregon's 
Biscuit fire where naturally thin (due to 
special soil that restrids plant growth) 
Jeffrey pine stands were scorched. In both 
of these  case^^, high winds drove flames 
across the landscape. 

Remember even if thinning appears to 
work under normal fire conditions, it 
appears to be less effective under severe 
fire weather. And it's wry difficult to 
replicate these wndiions in an experiment. 
No scientist can thin a forest, then create a 
super drought, low humidity and winds in 
excess of Mty miles an hour and have it 
bum both the thinned and adjacent 
unmanipulated forest stand at the same 
time. 

Thinning, as a fire hazard reduction 
strategy, could work under less than 
severe fire wndiions, but fail miserabty 
under the high fire severity dimatic 
wndiions. 

8. There is even some evidence that 
suggests that thinning can actually 
increase the fire severity and intensity 
because thinning opens up the forests to 
mom wind and permits greater drying of 
ground vegetation and the fine fuels that 
sustains fire spread. 

9. Logging is not a benign activity, nor is 
it the same selective factor as natural 
events like fire and beetles. Logging 
introduces human intrusions into the forest 
ecosystem. This can disturb sensitive 
wildlife like wolverine and griuly bear. 
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Date Submitted Persons Name Affiliation e-mail address CommeWSuggestions 
Logging can be a vector for the spread of 
weeds and disease into the forest. Logging 
almost certainly creates more 
sedimentation in streams. Logging 
removes woody debris (dead wood) which 
has many ecological functions induding 
providing homes for many invertebrates. 
Logging removes snags, and the potentla1 
for future snag-nags are important for 
many wildlife species, particularly cavity 
dwellers. Logging can alter nutrient cydes. 
Logging roads, even dosed and 
'reclaimed" mads, often become new 
ORVs routes. Furthennore, logging tends 
to select against eady successional 
species that are favored by fire and 
beetles, and also skews age classes. 

10. m e r e  thinning may be appropriate is 
for community protection. 1.e. if you thin 
say within a half mile or less of a 
community or whatever, AND you can get 
a big fire fighting force in the area, thinning 
can sometimes help to slow a fire enough 
that fire fighters can put it out. However. 
you have to have a lot of fire fighters on the 
scene for this to be efiediva-and the only 
time you can cost-effectively justify this 
kind of force is to protect strudures. For 
instance in 1988 in YeUowstone, them were 
was a massive effort to protect Old Faithful 
Inn-this worked because you could get 
hundreds of firefighters in one spot, but 
you're not going to get that kind of force to 
focus on a big fire front that may be miles 
wide. 

11. Fire proofing homes is far easier than 
fire proofing the forest. Mandatory metal 
roofs, removal of fine fuels near homes, 
and pemaps surgical thinning immediately 
adjacent to homes are the best way to deal 
with wildfire. 

12. Finally nearly all efforts to reduce big 
blazes and restore Slealthf forests 
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Date Submitted Persons Name Aflliation e-mail address CommeWSuggestions 

11812008 Ted Snow snogf@aol.com On Saturday, Dec. 29th of 07 1 traveled 
from Great Falls to Anaconda. I was totally 
amazed by what I saw between Boulder 
and Butte. The Pine beatle has killed the 
forests in this area. Literally hundreds if 
not thousands of a m s  have been wiped 
out by the beatle. I believe it is uncalled for 
and suggest your committee look into why 
the Forest Senrice is not doing anything to 
remedy the situation. This area is a tinder 
box and poses an immediate threat to 
Montanans. The supervisor of the 
Deerlodge National Forest should be 
dismissed along with other top 
administrators for allowing this to happen. 
Words cannot desaibe what I saw, you 
need to drive this stretch of highway and 
see for yourself. I am sure you will agree it 
is ignorant and non-sensical to allow 
something like this to happen. 

11812008 Dusti Lowndes MT Dept of Em. Qua l i  - dlormdes@mt.gov Are the vulnerabilities and sensitivities of 
Public Water Supplies, Security Public Water Supplies being disarssed 
&I Emergency Preparedness within this committee or induded in this 
Coordinator study? Such as: caparity issues in 

assisting with suppression andlor 
inmeased demands fw the response 
operation; and the concern for source 
water and water shed protection. 





Date Submitted Persons Name Affiliation e-mail address ComrnentdSuggestions 

111 712008 Brendan Donovan Sr. Inventor - f ire supression bren.donovan@ra?.c Please be on the watch for new 
systems and apparatus om approaches ... 

Pre positioned in known tinder 
areas(forest m), lightning arrestors and 
tree top hotstrike diipaters, coupled with 
fireline extinguishers broadcasting chem 
surpressants, 

all placed by helicopter, to perform as 
high firewaU or 'bmk' when the wildfire 
domes or spreads thru the remote, often 
isolated wilderness forest canopy. 

Ill WOO8 David Meccage none dhm@midfiue.rs.com You can let the timber bum,like you have 
been doing or cut it.Stop this "back fire" 
control shrff.Let the local fire people tigM 
them. 

Dawid Meccage 
Fallon co. fire fighter 
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Date Submiited Persons Name Af#liation e-mail addras Comments/Suggestions 

1 I1 912008 Mark Draper Retired Fire Capt (years) mad91 l@exforddsl. I know this is not something you wish to 
net hear but you may want to look at how the 

State of California does fire protection and 
use what pa* of it you can. Why neinvent 
the wheel. One thing that I noticed is the 
lack of obtainable training. Many of the fire 
fighters in the state of Montana are 
volunteers and work 40 or mone hours a 
week. How can we expect them to use the 
vacation time to attend a dass at the only 
mllege in Montana that gives training?? 
Again the training I received was varied 
and spread out through out the state. It 
was called train the trainers. I would be 
willing to expand on this area if you wish. 
One of the concerns I have is what I call 
the head in the sand mentality. In Lincoln 
county our county board members always 
say the same thing "you moved up there 
it's your problem 'well that is tnm I did but 
I also don't like to pay the amount of taxes I 
do and get nothing in return! No fire 
protection ( a bunch of dd guys in a private 
in a 501C3 company) , no police except for 
the Border Patrol. I think it is time that the 
state and the counties take the bull by the 
horns and do something about housing 
developments, even if it means that the 
builder has to put in fire sprinklers and 
some form of money for fire protection. I 
am told that the money that I pay in taxes 
to my munty is for county fire protedion( 
not DNRC ) but I have never seen a county 
fine engine respond to our anea. We have 
an half attempt for a fire senrice 90 percent 
are over 60 to 65 years old with heart 
problems and breathii problems, so 
much for having b be 34 yean old to 
become a firefighter? They have no 
experiences in fighting fires (stfucture or 
wild land) and I personally tried to help 
them by using my 20 Yean of experience 
to help train them and they all failed the 
Rrst two mitten test and have problems 
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Date Submitted Persons Name Affdiation e-mail address Cormnents/,Suggestions 
figuring out which end of the hose to use! 
They cant even find the time for training 
they always have prior commitments? If I 
had not been injured while doing my job as 
a fire fighter I would volunteer but I am 
disabled so I did what I could. I guess what 
I am saying is some of our problems are 
within the fire service its self. I know 
volunteers are a great thing and save 
thousands of dollars but it make me mad 
when I read and hear that the different 
departments depend on the state funds for 
their yearly budget by fighting fires through 
out the state. I am not talking a couple of 
thousand dollars but $50,000.00 or more. 
Some volunteer department buy new 
engines with this money. I am sony but 
why does all of the tax money go to a few 
fire departments while mine has to have 
bake sales just to stay alive? Maybe all this 
money h e i i  spent should be used to 
bolster the DNRC fire department for more 
engine aews and stop making some 
Volunteer departments rich. Thank you for 
taking the time to listen to me might I also 
say that having a state Fire Chief and 
Department ( not the fire Marsh8ll)like an 
office of emergency s e ~ c e s  that could 
make sure that a l  fire departments get the 
training and meet the state standards and 
dispatch fire equipment ( I am not sure if 
DNRC does this or not) and to assure that 
the fire fighters and atizens are 
safe,trained and well informed. Again I 
would ask you to look at other states. 
California having largest f i m  and 
contingency of fire fighters,also how they 
handle the f ie departments and their 
money matters. I would be glad to assist 
you in any way as a retired fire Capt. 
Sincerely Mark Draper 
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1/21/2008 Tom Tokos Trustee. West Kootenai Fire ttokos@interbel.net As you are aware the Federal and State 
Protection Company Governments are putting pressure on local 

governments and the individual property 
owner to be more responsible for the 
protection of W i r  lands from wildfire. We, 
in the M s t  Kootenai area, support that 
position and have taken on our 
ksponsibility by establishing the West 
Kootenai Fire Protection Com~anv. a 
private, non-profit (501 (c) 3), do&ion only 
funded organization. However, we cannot 
accomplish this without assistance to 
establish the basic capability necessary to 
suppress fires. The high cost of building 
materials, fire equipment and supplies is 
beyond the economic capability of a small. 
isolated community such as ours. To 
assist us we have turned to FederaVState 
programs supposedly deJigned to help us 
with this issue (US DHS/AFG. US FEPP. & 
Montana DNRC Wldland ~n&e/~ounty 
Coop programs). Wth each we have 
found insurmountable issues preventing 
the programs from providing support to us. 
These issues are presented below: 

*The Federal AFG program specifically 
discriminates against small rural volunteer 
fire companies in the evaluation and award 
of Federal Grant Funds. (Fiscal Year 2007 
Assistance io Fireiighters Grants, Program 
and Application Guidance, March 2007: 
Introduction - B. Overarching Funding 
Priorities, Page 4 Therefore, for each 
activity below, DHS will provide a higher 
level of consideration to departments with 
signitlcant levels of incidents and to 
departments that protect large populations 
relative to other applicants, regardless of 
the type of community served.' & 
~ ~ p & n d i  1, ~unding~Pfioritied and 
Allowable Expenses For Fire Deparbnents. 
Page 22 with low 
volume, or that serve small communities, 
wil  receive lower consideration.") 
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Date Submitted Persons Name Affiriation e-mail address Comme~uggestioons 
*The Federal FEPP program, which is 

specifically designed to support rural fire 
organizations, does not support these 
organizations in Montana because of a 
vehicle dassificabjon issue within the 
M i n g  Capital Fund of the USDA Forest 
Senrice (documentation is available). 
Surplus Forest Senrice fire equipment, 
currently available locally, cannot be 
transferred to the W t  Kootenai Fire 
Protection Company or any local fire 
company. DNRC is hoping by the end of 
February that they would be able to screen 
Department of Defense bases at a higher 
leml for usable equipment. 

*The Montana DNRC Wildland 
EnginelCwnty Coop program has been 
providing and replaang Wildland engines 
to mainly eastern Montana since 1967. 
The W t  Kootenai area, along with most 
of Western Montana, does not meet the 
primary requirement of the program. If the 
funding for this program is provided 
through State andlor Federal Taxpayers 
shouldn't the objedhR of this program be 
revised, especially after 40 yeam, to beneM 
all State residents? 

How might cooperation be improved? 
On the positive side cooperation behveen 
out local DNRC. Forest Senrice, and 
Volunteer Fire organbations is very good. 

Do you have ideas on how to reduce fire 
suppression costs or how to mitigate 
Midland h s  in your area? To reduce fire 
suppression costs invest in fire 
preventionleducation. eady detection, and 
rapid suppression. This can only be 
accomplished if the necessary resources 
are available locally. In our case State and 
Federal resouroes require 45 minutes or 
more to respond. We need the resources 
locallyl 
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1/22/2008 Alan RoHo Sun R i r  Watershed Group arollo7@msn.com Fire Suppression Committee: 
I am Alan Rollo, coordinator, for the Sun 

R i r  Watershed Group. We have been 
working on collaborative efforts for almost 
15 years now induding water quality, water 
quantity, nolous weeds and other natural 
rewurca issues. We have been very 
successful because we find approaches 
that look at everyone's views and concerns. 

When it comes to fire, we cannot come to 
any consensus on how to deal with fires 
because it is so divisive. We can agree 
though that the current process is broken 
and needs thorough review. 

Some key areas to consider: 
1. Fires should be dealt with diirently in 

drought years than normal years. One way 
to measure this is moisture level in the 
trees and surrounding plants. 

2. In dmugM years, a more aggresive 
approach should be used. 

3. Federal and state fim management 
plans need a complete review to ensure 
everyone is on same page. Do not have to 
agree but talking about fire control during 
the fire season is too late. 

4. Encroachment of homes in fire prone 
areas is an increasing problem and is 
casting the average taxpayer too much. 
These homes should be taxed according to 
danger levels of location. If it taxes them 
out of having a home there, so be it. Not 
fair to normal taxpayer to protect homes. 

5. W i n g  for the fires to get to edge of 
public lands to figM is too late. Need 
healthy buffers that federal, state and 1-1 
landowners agree upon, if possible. 

6. We may need fire management 
procedures that fit across a large area but 
in many cases, the procedure needs to be 
at a watershed level. Lets be prepared 
now, not after the fire has started. 

7. Lets bring in the saentists that look at 
long and short-term fire control. Not all 
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1/30/2008 Racene Friede Glacier Country Regional gcexec@montana.co On behalf of Glacier Country Regional 
Tourism Commission m Tourism Commission, I would like to voice 

my support of the following suggestions 
submitted by Vicki Hucke, Vice Chair - 
Tourism Advisory Council: 

1) Keep funding at adequate levels for 
successful suppression, mponse and 
recovery adivities to presetve our forests. 
wildlife, scenery and aA of the other natural 
attributes that attract visitors to Montana. 

2) To encourage all governmental 
aaenaes to indude tourism organizations 

developing their fim communication 
plans. Frequently the losses to businasses 
am due to an inaccurate public perception 
of the threats of wildfires. Media tends to 
over exaggerate and sensationalize fires 
which lead to visitors canceling bips and - .  

huge losses to tourism businesses. 
Working together we can help to manage 
the publicity implications by mating 
unified, consistent, accurate messages, 
giving our residents, our visitors, and the 
media the information Uley need while 
mitigating negatiw impacts to tourism. 

3) To allow a single declaration of a 
'state of emergency" that wwld be state 
wide and season long. Each time a 
dedaration is issued it mates negative 
attention to our state and limiting these 
declarations would be very beneficial for 
tourism. 

Thank you for the oppottunily to submit 
comments regarding this vital topic. 

Racene Friede 
Executive Director 
Glacier Country Regional Tourism 

Commission 
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